Castro Valley Sanitary District’s Third Grade 4Rs Field Trip

Pre- and Post- Field Trip Lessons and Activities

Objective

The following Pre-Field Trip lessons have been selected to prepare your students for the 4Rs Field Trip at CVSD. Additionally, the Post-Field Trip lesson will further reinforce your students’ understanding of the 4Rs concepts. The lessons have been correlated to State Content Standards for third grade. For a detailed list of correlated standards please see the enclosed Content Standard Correlations sheet. In conjunction with the recommended lessons and activities, we encourage you to discuss solid waste and recycling concepts with your students prior to, and after the field trip.

Field Trip Lessons and Activities

- Lesson 1; Pre-Field Trip
  *What Are Natural Resources?*

- Lesson 2; Pre-Field Trip
  *People Use Natural Resources*

- Lesson 3; Post- Field Trip
  *Reducing the Amount of Plastic That Goes to a Landfill*